PENNINGTON COUNTY 2018 Western Junior Family Consumer Science Contest

TEAMS
Top Beginner Team in Family Consumer Science Judging,
Team members: Lucas Weiers, Savanna Suckow, Ashlynn Wellman

Top Junior Team in Produce ID/Judging,
Team members: Landen Matkins, Olivia Miller, Liam Weiers

CLOVERBUDS
Arthur Weiers, Cloverbud: Measuring, Place Setting
Daniela Rausch, Cloverbud: Measuring
Evan Miller, Cloverbud: Measuring
Johnny Moon, Cloverbud: Measuring
Keagan Bond, Cloverbud: Meat ID, Place Setting, Produce
Oliver Palmer, Cloverbud: Measuring

BEGINNERS
Aria Palmer, Beginner: Measuring, purple; Scrapbook, purple
Jett Rieb, Beginner: Produce, purple
Ashlynn Wellman, Beginner: Top Beginner Premier Exhibitor; Top Beginner in Family Life Photo, purple; Top Beginner in Fashion Revue/ Purchased, purple; Family Photo, blue; Home Living, purple; Judging, blue; Measuring, purple; Produce, red; Scrapbook, purple
Carson Wheeler, Beginner: Judging, blue; Produce, red; Measuring, purple
Emmy Moon, Beginner: Judging, white; Measuring, purple
Liam Weiers, Beginner: Measuring, purple; Meat ID, red; Place Setting, purple; Presentations, purple
Lucas Weiers, Beginner: Top Beginner in Measuring, purple; Meat ID, red; Produce, blue; Judging, purple
Madi Neuhardt, Beginner: Top Beginner in Fashion Revue/ Constructed/ Purchased, purple; Fashion Revue, purple; Home Living, purple
Savanna Suckow, Beginner: Home Living, purple; Judging, purple; Measuring, purple; Produce, red; Scrapbook, purple
Tylita Bond, Beginner: Measuring, purple; Meat ID, red; Produce, red
JUNIORS
Alyssa Scott, Junior: Meat ID, white; Produce, red

Landen Matkins, Junior: Top Junior in Scrapbook Page Contest, purple; Family Photo, purple; Home Living, purple; Top Junior in FCSJudging, purple; Meat ID, white; Produce, purple; Skill-a-thon, blue

Lucy Moon, Junior: Judging, purple

Olivia Miller, Junior: Top Junior in Home Living, purple; Place Setting, purple; Produce, blue

Quinn Moon, Junior: Family Photo, blue; Home Living, purple; Produce, red; Scrapbook, purple

SENIOR
Charlie Wingert, Senior: Skill-a-thon, blue

Colin Bender, Senior: Home Living, purple; Meat ID, white; Produce, blue; Skill-a-thon, red

Jaden Matkins, Senior: Top Senior in Scrapbook Page Contest, purple; Top Senior in Home Living, purple; Judging, purple; Meat ID, red; Produce, red; Skill-a-thon, purple

Kaitlynn Wellman, Senior: Family Photo, blue; Fashion Revue, purple; Home Living, purple; Judging, blue; Produce, blue; Skill-a-thon, blue

Kendall Dehn, Senior: Top Senior in Family Life Photo, purple; Top Senior in Skill-a-thon, purple; Fashion Revue, blue; Judging, blue; Produce, red;

Shana Bender, Senior: Home Living, purple; Meat ID, red; Produce, red; Skill-a-thon, blue

ADULT
Amy Weiers, Adult: Produce, blue

Carrie Wheeler, Adult: Judging, blue; Produce, blue; Skill-a-thon, blue

Charlie Weiers, Adult: Produce, red

Christina Dehn, Adult: Judging, purple; Meat ID, red; Produce, red; Top Adult in Skill-a-thon, purple

Gail Wingert, Adult: Produce, blue; Skill-a-thon, purple

Jason, Bender, Adult: Produce, red

Jenny Bender, Adult: Produce, red

June Clacha, Adult: Skill-a-thon, red

Kim Suckow, Adult: Produce, red
Moneik Stephens: Adult: Produce, red

Stephanie Wellman, Adult: Judging, red; Produce, blue; Skill-a-thon, blue

Tina Scott, Adult: Skill-a-thon, red

Trisha Miller, Adult: Judging, red; Produce, blue; Skill-a-thon, purple